CLASSICAL
(SORTED ALPHABETICALLY BY COMPOSER)

BACH
ARIOSO
AIR (FROM THE PEASANT CANTATA)
AIR ON G
BOURREE
BRANDENBURG CONCERTO NO.3
JESU, JOY OF MAN’S DESIRING
SHEEP MAY SAFELY GRACE
THREE MINUETS
WACHT AUF (WAKE UP)

BEETHOVEN
MENUET
ODE TO JOY

BOCCHERINI
MINUETTO

BRAHMS
HUNGARIAN DANCE NO.5

CLARKE
TRUMPET VOLUNTARY

DVOŘÁK
HUMORESKE

FAURÉ
PAVANE

GOUNOD
AVE MARIA

HANDEL
AIR
ARIA
MUSIC FROM FIREWORKS MUSIC: THE REJOICING, MINUET, BOURÉE
GAVOTTE IN G
HORNPIPE (WATER MUSIC)

MARTINI
GAVOTTE

MASCAGNI
INTERMEZZO SINFONICO FROM “CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA”

MASSNEET
MEDITATION

MENDELSSOHN
WEDDING MARCH
MOZART  ALLELUJAH FROM "EXULTATE, JUBILATE"
ANDANTE FROM "THE A MAJOR SONATA FOR PIANO"
AVE VERUM CORPUS

PACHELBEL  CANON IN D

PURCELL  TRUMPET TUNE

SARTORI  CON TE PARTIRO

VIVALDI  WINTER (FROM THE "FOUR SEASONS") 2ND MOVEMENT

WAGNER  BRIDAL CHORUS
CONTEMPORARY
(sorted alphabetically by song title)

A
A Thousand Years
All I Ask of You - Webber
All of Me - John Legend
Annie’s Song - John Denver
At Last - Etta James

B
Besame Mucho
Blue Moon - Richard Rodgers
Blue Tango

C
Clocks - Coldplay
Come Back to Sorrento - Di Curtis

E
Edelweiss (from "The Sound of Music")
Eleanor Rigby - The Beatles
El Chocolo (Villoldo), La Comparsita (Rodriguez)

G
Gabriel’s Oboe from "The Mission"
Grenade - Bruno Mars

I
I Love You So from "Merry Widow Waltz" - Franz Lehar

M
Moonlight
Moon River - Henry Mancini
Music of the Night - Andrew Lloyd Webber

P
Por Una Cabeza

S
Smoke Gets in You Eyes - Jerome Kern
Somewhere Over the Rainbow

T
Tango Tartsufio e Tagliatelle
The Prayer - Sager and Foster
The Rose from "The Rose" - Amanda McBroom

V
Viva La Vida - Coldplay

W
What a Wonderful World - Louis Armstrong
SAMPLE LISTS OF REPERTOIRE

FOR HYBRID WEDDINGS (MIXTURE OF CLASSICAL AND CONTEMPORARY MUSIC)

PROCессIONAL

AIR ON G STRING - BACH

BRIDAL ENTRANCE

CANON IN D - PACHELBEL

SIGNING

SOMEBEHERE OVER THE RAINBOW

RECESSIONAL

VIVA LA VIDA - COLDPLAY

FOR TRADITIONAL WEDDINGS

PROCессIONAL

CANON IN D - PACHELBEL

BRIDAL ENTRANCE

BRIDAL CHORUS - WAGNER

SIGNING

JESU, JOY OF MAN’S DESiring - BACH

RECESSIONAL

TRUMPET VOLUNTARY - CLARKE